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3.,0
- AEMS AND QB-S
This Unit will explain to you the distinction between 'narrative', 'story', and 'piot',

and give you an idea of what an open ending is. You will also learn, after reding some
stwies of theaasters like Cbkhov, Bellow and Phanishwer Nath 'Renu' that athe
-major.fslmsof such stories may either-be predominantly situational or characterbrlsed.
After reading this Unit, you should be able to
rroognire the terms narrative, story, and plot, with some clear miion of their
similarity and differences;
m e e what wnstiatltes the beginning,middle, and end in a storytnarrative;
r e x q n k t what is meant by an 'open-ended' narrative;
findzxamples on your own of open-ended narratives;
- * -justifyorexplain to yamself-theMionale behind open-ended m a t & ; an@mixe
ly,
m deoide, when you planorwrite &story,as,towhatare the typesof s i t u a t i ~ ~ e
an open ending would be partimisly apt.
4
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k the previous two URits on L ~ t i - h e mand
' 'anti-plot', we attempted to fam&&w
you sdch the new modes af story-writingin the modern age. This Unit diseuacs yet

I= a

~ ~ s ~ tfeature
a nof the
t experimentalstory-the $open-endedmrmtive'.

The short story was perfected as an art form in the nineteenth century by Anton
C'heWo in Russia, and inthe &st half of the twentieth century by a host~ofevriers all
over the world, including here In Mia by Munshi Premchand.
But ahen a form reaches p f e d k n or near perfection, a creative or experimei$al
w&er is not satisfied with merely turning out Mie'more 'well-exated' story in the
same mould. The creative urge forces w r i m e n t i n g writers to break up a story into
itscomponent parts; so they eitberrearrange or reverse the normadand 'expmhxl'
ordering to arrive at a new shape or arrangement that gives the reader a fresh insight
klto life.
W t i t a o f open-ended s t o r i e s ~ m g the
e precise enpectationsof a d d & n g .
?'hereare no find sohtions off&, no mysteries solved and yet the ~a$er.gets
adequate aesthetic satisfaction. Even if the story ends where it w a n , somehg has
happened a h g the way to changethe reader's perception of things. Altesm&wly,

Expwhneatal Stories

the narrator's point pf view gives us some clues as to how events might develop
further, or how the &ventsalrsady narrated are to be comprehended. Sometimes, of
course, the nature 01thk protagonist or of the events may point towards a certain
conclusion.
An open-ended short story for example, may begin in the middle of something else
(media res Arfstotle called it). Such beginnings and open-endings, taken together,
may indicate a new order, whether chronological, causative or associative, within
which the work is to be viewed.
I

3.2

NARRATIVE, STORY

AND PLOT

To arrive at a satisfactory definition of what an 'open-ended narrative' is, it is first
necessary to undersand what a narrative is. A narrative, in its broadest sense, relates
a sequence of events 'usually involving a conflict and a resolution of the conflict, along
with such supporting elements as characters, setting and description'. The effort is to
evoke the interest, and even sympathy, of the reader. Epics like The Ramayana and
The Mahabharata d e good examples of what constitutes a narrative.
I

A story refers to the main sequence of events, devoid of such supporting elements as
.
characters, setting and description.
Plot involves the notion of 'ordering' or of arranging into a pattern. E.M. Forster
gives us a simple and effective way of distinguishing between a story and a plot: 'The
King died and then the Queen died' is a story. 'The king died and then the Queen died
of grief' is a plot. Plot thus implies a cause-and-effect relationship between the events
being narrated, wheneas a story merely tells what happens next.
In considering plot abd story, we could go-backto Aristotle's dictum that a work of art
in prose must have a bginning, middle, and an end. There is no need, as we shall
soon see, for such a drogression to involve a prolonged series of events, as it often
does in an extended harrative, such as a novel, or even a play.
It may be pertinent +re to recall a legendary short story, which is said to have won a
competition, that required that Aristotle's dictum of a beginning, a middle, and an
end be applied scrup~lously.The prize-winning story read

I was on the tfiainfrom London to Edinburgh.
There was thiq man, seated across from me.
'Do you belie$e in ghosts?' he said.
'No,' I said.
He disappearctd.
Even if it ridicules, by implication, the lengths to which the Aristotelian dictum couM
be carried, the legend does emphasize one major trait of the short story: its utter
brevity and economy,inrelating the action.
lctivity 1

.ead the following sh;ortstory and answer the questions given at the end.
I

His guardian ahgel whispered to Fabiin, behind his shoulder:
'Careful, F r t b i ! It is decreed that you will die the minute you pronounce the
word &yen. '
'Doyen?' asks pabiAn,.intrigued.
And he dies.
I

a) Which major trait of the short story does this illustrate? (30 words)
b) Re-write it as if you were a bystander. Avoid using quotation marks. ( 1 0 words)
c) Can this be made into a longer story? How? (40 words)

(Check your answers with the hints given at the end of the Unit)

3.3 THE NOTION OF 'ENDING': THE 'OPEN-ENDED'
STORY
One of the sacred or crucial elements of the traditional short story was its ending,
which built on the expectation of the reader that a meaning would be lent to the
preceding narrative in the way it ended. Experimental writers found this to be an
impediment, among other things, in fully communicating to the reader the complexity
of much that was narrated-and of life itself.

So they took recourse to the 'open-ended narrative', where conclusions are not clearly
stated; they are not even always left for the reader to infer from elements that have
been developed in the story. Quite often, the stories have no conclusions. They leave
the reader with a dangling ambiguity, which he has to resolve with his imagination, in
the light of his own perceptions and experience. In effect, the writer invites the reader
to participate in the process of making the fiction, telling him, though not in so many
words, 'I am presenting to you certain events as I imagined them. You may or may not
find this logical, plausible, or illumining. So I will not attempt to impose an order on
you. You are free to come to your own conclusions about what has been presented
here, including whether or not it happened and what happens next'.
The reader's craving for 'what happens next',- so skilfully played upon by
traditional fictionists-is ignored by the writer in this kind of experimental narrative.
The reader has to determine for himself what may or may not happen next, with many
possibilities left open.
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Open-ended narrativesirnay either be chiefly situational, or character-based.
I

A situation in which a character finds himself may not be of his seeking but the burden
of facing the situation fyls squarely on him. He has to make his choice, take a decision
and be responsiblefor Uis action. One particular situation may beget in people diverse
responses, the quillity oh response depending upon the capacity of a person to decide
and act in accordqnce 4 t h his own values and goals. '
Certain na~rativdhaveno ending because of inaction on the part of the characters
either due to their weak!and wavering disposition or due to their philosophical
Hamlet-like indecision.

i
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Interestingly, the lrend or open-ended narratives was set by Chekhov himself. In his
story,'The Lady qitlt
Dog,' Chelahov has two central characters who are strangers
at the beginning bbt soo fall deeply in love with each other. The man and the woman
meet when they ade on parate vacationsm Yalta and grow increasingly infatuated,
although there is a big d fference in their age and social status. When the vacation is
over, they return to their respective towns and homes; both are already married, and
the man has c h i l d r e n a ~ o sthe
t same age as the woman with wkom he has fallen in
love. Much as they try, either can treat what has transpired as a casual affgr. We
hear it mainly from the an's viewpoint. He has shaken off other affairs before, but ,
this one he cannot. He g s off i n ~ c ofh her, finds her, and discovers that she too
cannot put himsut of& rimirrd. They resumne their affair, in stealth from the rest of
the world,&y
the'c families. They know the deception would have to end, but
cannot figure out how. hekhov ends the story when it is tantalizingly poised:
seemingly the lovers are'within an inch ofarriving at a decision,' but in their heart of
hearts both know the enb is 'still far, far away, and that the hardest, most cumplicated
part (is) only just beginnfng.' Chekhov seems to have developed the compiication to a
and the middle of the classical story-but he leaves
nicety-covering the
the denouement os

b
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The American Nobel ~ a b r e a t eSaul
, Bellow, in his short story, 'looking for
Mr. Green', describes thk experience of George Grebe, a clerk who is employed by
$he city administration o Chicago to deliver relief cheques toold and disabled people.
P l d i n a neighbsurh
unfamiliar to him, Grebe walks up anddown the stairs of
crowded, decayinglapart ent houses, trying to locate a Mr. Green to whom he has to
deliver a cheque. N ~ b o dhe asks seems to know Mr. Green. The longer Grebe
searches, the more dete ined he becomes about the importance of his mission: the
noble, good Samaritan t sk of reaching money to a man w h muMwell be in
desperate need. As h b i tensive search proves,neariyfutile, Grebe himself is driven
close t o k p e m t i w . Fi&ly, m e twenty pagesinto the story, he encounters a
d m k , menacing m m a ~ i i na stairway-that he assumes leads to Mr. Green's actual
location. Confusedland ekhausted, he surrendersthe cheque* the woman, mu&
against the City's clear @deline that the payee's identification should be established
before the eheque is deli4ered. Did Grebe mtt~dlyfind Mr. Green? He doesn't seem
to be sure, so neither are pe. Bellow seems to leave that to us ~eaders,merely
presenting to us W s t a t e f mind that fotced Grebe to surrender the cheque. The
+on
as to wb&er or ilot Mr. Green was actually found & b l y seems to have
lost its cem&al reievcanee* the story.
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Krishna-B&v V&, the( well-hamWincti ehort story writs%, doessomething similar
in 'My Enemy'. In & i s q r y , the mmator runs iato an old-crony, with whom he has
k e n long out of touch. Q e i r stations in life have chailged since: the narrator has beccMle a married,
man who lives in orderly affluence, while €hefriend
ttqdayedabum
. Despite thisdistance, and the distancein h e since
'they were f r k d s
sufficient h d d on the narrator to move in A& his
fanily. A series of incldehts follow and the narrator's wife, Mala, moves out of the

i
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house with her children threatening not to return until the 'friend' has been thrown
lout. Five days pass after the narrator's family leaves him. And he sits there merely
contemplating the options available to him, telling himself: 'If Mala were here, she'd
come up with a third alternative. But she's not here and I don't know what to do.' On
that note of self-realization, the story ends. The reader is no wiser as to how the tangle
was resolved, but he is left free to make his guesses from what has been revealed of
the narrator's personality.
Or take the story entitled 'The Drummer' by another well-known Hindi writer,
'Renu'. In it, a drummer, by now an old man, meets a young cowherd. The boy's
graceful mien revives dreams in the old man of a folk dance he used to help perform in
his younger days. The boy would fit a key role in the dance-drama to a nicety, the old
man tells himself, and attempts to enter into a conversation with him. The boy is
partly interested, but partly flippant and evasive. As the old man talks of his earlier
life, the boy drops a hint that he knows something of it already. This puzzles the old
man, who goes deeper into reminiscence. The boy runs away and has a conversation
with his mother, who cautions the boy to stay away from the old drummer, whom she
calls a dishonest liar. There is just a hint that the old man could be the boy's father.
But the hint is not developed. 'Renu' avoids the temptation to go ahead and explain
further. The poignancy of their encounter lasts, as does the mystery of what drew
them to each other. Facts external to their meeting are neither stated nor explained
Other experimenting writers go even further. Instead of the closed ending of the
traditional story, or the open ending we just discussed, they may use a multiple ending
(in which there are several possible endings), a false ending (in which what you first
think of as the end is not quite it), or mock ending or parody ending.
If you wish to read more of such stories, you can pick up anthologies* of the famous
Argentinian writer, Jorge Luis Borges, and begin with 'The Garden of Forking
Paths'. But be warned that Borges can be difficult. You will need to familiarize
yourself with the pattern of his work through extensive reading. Another alternative
would be to look for issues from recent years of The New Yorkw magazine at a library
and find in them any story by Frederick Barthelme. Chances are that it will be 'openended'. For example, read his story 'Reset' in the issue of 1 December 1986.

Activity 2
Given bebw is the summary of a short story titled 'The Lady or the Tiger?' Readit
and answet the following questions
a) Is the ending 'open' or 'closed'? Why? (50 words)
b) Is the narrative character-based or situational? (50 words)
I

r

The king of a semi-barbaric land has devised an interesting way of passing judgement
on wrong-doers. A criminal is placed in an arena which has two doors leading into itbehind one is a beautiful lady and behind the other a hungry tiger. He is given no clue
as to which door contains the lady and which the tiger. If he opens the door with the
lady, he is immediately married off to her with great pomp, there and then. If the tiger
emerges, he is eaten up.
The princess of the land, the King's daughter, has fallen in love with a most unsuitable
young man and the king decrees that he pass this test. The princess has a handmaiden
who is also in love with this same suitor. The maid is the one who is to stand behind
the arena door. The princess knows the secret of the two doors. She signals towards
one of the doors when the lover looks at her questioningly.
The story ends here. The author then asks the reader to use his knowledge of human
psychology and complete the story. Would any girl want her lover to be married off to
someone else-especially when it lies in her hands to prevent it? But then, the method
of preventing it is to let him be eaten up by a hungry tiger before her very eyes! So
what does the princess signal?

...........................................................................

The best known are LP&RULS

and hxkmes.

3.5

SUMMING UP

In this Unit you learnt that

--

a narrative relates a sequence of events where there is usually a conflict presented
and then resolved;
a narrative usually has characters, description and a setting;
a story refers to a sequdnce of events without r e f e r e m to characters, description
and setting;
plot is the arrangementlof events into a pattern so that a cause-andeffect
relationshipis seen; I
an open-ended story orlnarrative is just that-open-ended. The reader is left to
draw his own condusio+s from what is presented to him;
open-ended narratives +re of two kinds-situational and character-based;
in open-ended narratives which are situational, there is a state of affairs which is
unresolved because of events or circumstances;
in character-based opeq-ended narratives, the lack of a clear-cut ending follows
from the nature (s) of the protagonist (s)-Hamlet, for instance, in the play of the
same name.

i
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Activity 3
Read the following short s p r y by Fernando Sorrentino, and answer the following
I
questions:
a) Does it correspond to $our conventional expectations of a short stoty? (30 words)
b) If it differs from a conqentional short story, how is it different? (100 words)
c) Could this story have v d a more meaningful ending? (50 words)

I

FeraasdoSorrentino

There's a Man in tha ~ a b i o
hf Striking Me on the Head with an Umbrella
Tr. Norman ?%orn&sDi Giovanni and Patricia Davidron Cran
I

There's a man in thp habit of striking me on the head with an umbrella: It is
exactly five years t c ~the day since he began striking me on the head with his
umbrella. At first Icouldn't stand it; now I've grown accustomed to it.
I don't knowhis n me. I know he's an ordinary man, with a plain suit, graying
at the temples, an a vague face. I met him one sultry morning five years ago. I
was sitting peacefu/ly on a bench of Palermo Park, reading the newspaper in
the shade of a tree. All of a sudden I felt something touch my head. It was this

9

same man who now, as I write, automatically and impassively keeps striking
me blows with his umbrella.

)
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Open-Ended Narrative

Thad first time I turned around full of indignation (I become terribly annoyed
when I'm bothered while reading the paper); he went right on, calmly hitting
me. I asked him if he were mad. He seemed not to hear me. I then threatened
to call a policeman. Completely unruffled, he went on with what he was doing.
After a few moments of hesitation-and seeing he was not about to back
down-I stood up and gave him a terrific punch in the face. No doubt he is a
weak man; I know that despite the force generated by my rage. I do not hit all
that hard. Still, breathing a tiny moan, the man fell to the ground. At once,
making what seemed to be a great effort, he got up and again began hitting me
over the head with the umbrella. His nose was bleeding, and I don't know why
but at that moment I felt sorry for him, and my conscience troubled me for
having struck him that way. Because, after all, the man was not hitting me very
hard; he was really striking me quite soft and completely painless blows. Of
coulse, such blows are terribly annoying. Everyone knows that when a fly
settles on a person's forehead a person feels no pain; he feels annoyed. Well,
that umbrella was a huge fly which, at regular intervals, kept settling on my
heaci. Or, to be more precise, a fly the size of a bat.
At any rate, I could not stand that bat. Convinced that I was in the presence of
a lunatic, I tried to get away. But the man followed me, in silence, without once
letting up his blows. At this juncture, I began running (I may as well point out
right here that there are few people as fast as I am). He set out after me, trying
without luck to get in a whack or two. The man was gasping, gasping, gasping,
and panting so hard I thought if I kept him running like that my tormentor
might sink dead on the spot.
,

For I hat reason I slowed to a walk. 1 looked at him. His face displayed neither
gratitude nor reproach. He just kept hitting me over the head with his
umbrella. I thought of making my way to the police station and saying,
'Officer, this man is hitting me over the head with an umbrella.' It would be a
case without precedent. The policeman would stare at me suspiciously, he
would ask for my papers, he would begin questioning me with embarrassing
questions, he would probably end up placing me under arrest.
I thought it better to go home. I got onto the number 67 bus. Not once letting
up with his umbrella, the man got on behind me. I took the first seat. He
stationed himself beside me, holding on to the strap with his left hand while
with his right he kept swinging at me with his umbrella, implacable. The
passengers began to exchange shy smiles. The driver was watching us in his
mirror. Little by little, a fit of laughter, a growing convulsion, seized all the
other riders. I was on fire with shame. ~ e r s e c u t o rcompletely
,
unaffected
by the uproar, went on striking me.

I got off-we got off-at the Puente Pacifico. We continued on down Santa Fe
Avenue. Everyone foolishly turned around to stare at us. I felt like saying to
them, 'What are you staring at, you idiots? Haven't you ever seen anyone
whacking a man on the head with an umbrella before?' But it also occurred to
me that they probably hadn't. Five or six kids began to follow us, shouting like
a pack of wild Indians.

'

But 1 had a plan. Amving home, I tried slamming the door in his face. I didn't
manage it. With a firm hand-anticipating me-he grabbed the handle, there
was a momentary struggle, and he entered with me.
From that time on, he has continued striking me on the head with the umbrella.
As f a r as I know, he has never slept or had a bite to eat. All he does is hit me.
He accompanies me in all my acts-even the most intimate ones. I remember,
in the beginning, that the blows kept me from sleeping; I now believe it would
be impossible to sleep without them.
Nevertheless, our relations hrtve not always been good. Countless times, in all
possible tones, I have asked h i for an explanation. It's never been any use; in
his quiet way he has gone on whacking me over the head with the umbrella. On
=veriil occasions, I have dealt him punches, kicks,-and-God help me!-even
umbrr:lla blows. He took these things meekly, as though they were all in a day's

work. And thi$-iscxactb what is scariest about him: his quiet determination,
Isshort, his inner conviction of carrying out a secret an$
Despite his a
nt la& of physiological needs, 1know when I sui*e hiin he
feels the pain, know he's weak, I know he's mortal. I also knuw a single shot
would free me bf him. What I don't know is whether when we're both&&-he
will go on stridng.me on the head with his umbrella. Neither do I h o w
whether the shpt ought to be aimed at him or at me. Id any case, this rewankg
is pointI$ss, I &ow full well4 wcddn't dare kill either him or myself.

, it has recently occurred to me that I eould not Re W i t b a t
mare ftequentty now I have a horrible p r e W i o n . I am
think that perhaps when I most meed k,
longer feel those soft blows of his &reh
-

Activity 1

a) Re-read secth3.4
b) Hints: Use the thit4 person, past t e n k , active voice.
c) Add chatactq&adn, d e s c r i p t h andset+%.
l

Activity 2

a) Obviously th& endi@gis open-we still don't know which door t b m o p e d
and what hi6 fate w b .
b) I'd say it is cti~aXe/r-based.
If the priness has a self-sacrificing natuxe, she gives up the man she lw+sso that he may live. If, on the other hand, she is
decide that if she herself cannot have him, nobody e k e
vindictive, she
shall.

Activity 3
a) if a story is a nama 've of eventsarranged in time seqwce{E.M. Femer's
definition) this is C firtidy
t
a story. But since the conflict i s d t reso1vak, this is an
open-ended s b r t s p y .

3t

The open-em$iag &-es it different. The ending is character-based-so if you were
merely to look for neat end-the n m a t o r either hits the manwho is striking him
on the head 64tb
umbrelk or otherwise succeeds in stopping him (his w&be
a co~wentbn&one , Bur then, you wouM have had a much shorter storgr, and
the~e
would m t ha e been any insights inte human nature-the fact that mamy
human bei~g$even/get usedao ttre
, the ina dso me
c) ~fthe endim h&&n

lost. .%XI'€

agE

more preeise, the w W c point of the story warld have bcM

